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“As instant foods reach more consumers with the
expansion of online channels, consumers are no longer

satisfied with just a convenient solution and have started
looking for factors regarding nutrition and quality.

Consumers will expect instant foods to evolve towards
becoming more like freshly made meals.”

– Annie Jiang, Research Analyst, Food & Drink

This report looks at the following areas:

• Turn convenience stores’ service into product advantages
• Develop healthier versions for the late night snacking occasion
• Develop exotic featured flavours to drive popularity of self-heating rice

The instant foods market is experiencing positive, growing demand, and has seen more product
formats introduced to fulfil consumers’ demand for convenience, ease-of-use and nutrition.
Premiumisation, innovation in healthy production methods, and the expansion of regional noodle dishes
through online channels have all contributed to driving the growth of instant noodles. Producers could
benefit from targeting specific dining occasions. Self-heating foods, on the other hand, should secure a
place in the market by growing the heavy user base. Brands should maintain loyal customers on their
online platforms and utilise offline channels to attract curious new customers. Products will also see
upgrades in ingredients, flavour varieties, and safety measures.
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Regional cuisine drives heavy consumption of instant foods
Figure 36: Consumption frequency of instant foods, December 2019

Young females develop interest in instant foods

Busy careers and families lead to frequent consumption
Figure 37: Consumption frequency of instant foods, heavy users, by family structure, December 2019
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Figure 39: Flavour preference of instant noodles, December 2019
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Figure 40: Flavour preference of instant noodles, select flavours, by region, December 2019
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Figure 44: Consumption occasion of self-heating hotpot, by user classification, December 2019

Convenience of online platforms attract heavy users
Figure 45: Purchase channel of instant foods, December 2019
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Figure 46: Purchase channel of instant foods, select channels, select gender and age, December 2019
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Figure 47: Purchase channel of instant foods, select channels, by education level, December 2019
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Figure 48: Brand penetration of self-heating foods, by gender, December 2019
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Figure 49: Brand penetration of self-heating foods, by brand users, December 2019

Meat for males, vegetarian for females
Figure 50: Must-have ingredients in self-heating foods, by gender, December 2019
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MinTs are heavy users of instant noodles
Figure 51: Flavour preference of instant noodles, by consumer classification, December 2019

MinTs sample the self-heating market more widely
Figure 52: Brand penetration of self-heating foods, by consumer classification, December 2019

Busy careers lead to instant foods for lunch
Figure 53: Consumption occasion, as lunch, by category, by consumer classification, December 2019

Figure 54: Total market value of instant Noodles, China, 2014-2024

Figure 55: Value segmentation of instant foods, China, 2018-2019
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